INSTRUCTION MANUAL: HANGING
BOOT RACK (MODEL# BB101-...)
Visit bootbutler.com/assembly for video instructions.
Make sure the package contains the following parts. Part counts vary proportionally by kit
size. These counts apply to the 5-Pair kit. (Please contact us if something is missing.)

Hook (5)

Left Foot (5) Right Foot (5)

Legs (5)

Ladder (4) *

STEP 1: Attach a HOOK to each of the LEGS
Snap

STEP 2: Attach the FEET to the LEGS of the
HANGERS

STEP 3: Hang the LADDERS from your closet rod... *
Closet Rod

Snap

Please note that the top
HANGER hangs at the
top of the first LADDER,
over-top of the rod.

Snap

* In case you're wondering why there is 1 less ladder than hangers, the reason is, that's how many are needed to handle all
possible configurations of the hangers in the kit. For a detailed explanation, visit bootbutler.com/why-less-ladders. (If for some
reason you'd like an extra ladder, contact us and we'll be happy to send you one.)

Questions? Comments?
Call or Text 1-484-548-0486 or Email support@bootbutler.com
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USING YOUR ORIGINAL HANGING
BOOT RACK (MODEL# BB101-...)
Please visit bootbutler.com/assembly for helpful videos on how to assemble and
use your Boot Butler.
Using your Boot Butler with the boot toes facing AWAY from you...
STEP 1: Take a HANGER in
your dominant hand and a pair
of boots side-by-side in your
non-dominant hand...

Hanger

STEP 2: Guide the FEET of the HANGER into
both boots at once and when they reach the
bottom of the boots, raise the HANGER,
scooping the boots up such that they are
securely suspended on the hanger. (this will
become second nature with a bit of practice)

STEP 3: Now hang the
HANGER so that the
boots are straddling the
LADDERS.

Feet

TIPS & TRICKS
- When you first scoop up a pair of boots, give the hanger a little shake to even the boots up on the hanger.
- To provide extra clearance when inserting/removing a hanger/boots from the ladders, pull down slightly
on the hanger above the one you're accessing. Try it and you'll see what I mean...

Using your Boot Butler with the boot toes facing TOWARDS you...
With the boots facing towards you, access your boots by simply sliding them on/off the HANGERS. (i.e. the
HANGERS remain in place)

TIPS & TRICKS
- Put boots on/off the hangers one boot at a time. Doing both
boots at once may dislodge the hanger.
- As you insert or remove a boot, hold the opposite side of the
hanger with your other hand and slightly tilt the hanger up.
This helps the boots to more easily slide on/off the hanger.

Questions? Comments?
Call or text 1-484-548-0486 or email support@bootbutler.com

Now go hang up your boots!...
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